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ABSTRACT

This thesis introduces digital spectrum analyzer systems and
presents a generalized model which can be used to implement new
systems.

The model is presented using the Digital Design Language

(DDL) to facilitate system programmina.
defined and their merits are considered.

Three hardware systems are
Procedures are given to aid

in implementing an analyzer system on a wide range of hardware configurations.
A diaital spectrum analyzer system which was implemented at the
University of Missouri - Rolla and is presently beina used by
electrical enaineerina students is presented.

This system utilizes

the IBM 360/SO computer located in the Computer Center at UMR and a
SCC-650 mini-computer located in the Computer Research Laboratory of
the Electrical Engineering Department.
run on the UMR system are given.

Several examples of problems
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I.

A.

INTRODUCI'ION

Diaital Spectrua Analysis
Spectrum analysis of analog signals is a procedure comaonly used

in many branches of engineering and science.

Instruments for the

direct generation of the spectrum of an analog signal are available
but are costly and of limited accuracy and utility.

Present day

digital computers with new and faster computational algoritbas have
aade digital spectrum analysis a desirable alternative.
Digital spectrua analysis generally consists of saapling an
analog signal at discrete intervals in time, perforaina complex
mathematical operations on the samples and presenting the results in
a useable form.

The types of mathematical operations are varied but

generally include some form of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
[1).

Early computer algorithms for the DFT were very slow, requiring

N2 additions, subtractions and multiplications of complex numbers to
produce the spectrum of a data block of N samples.

This resulted in

prohibitive amounts of computer time even for average size data
blocks of 1000 to 2000 samples.

In 1964 Cooley and TUkey [2) developed

a procedure which reduced the number of these operations required to
N•log(N).

Cochran, Cooley and others (3) generated a computer algo-

rithm from this new procedure in 1967,

The reduction in computer time

for large blocks of samples is sianificant. Transforms which had
required several hours of computer time using classical methods could
now be completed in seconds using the Cooley - Tukey fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithm,
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Other signal analysis techniques such as auto and cross correlation, convolution and the inverse Pourier transform were also time
consuming using classical methods.

By formulating each of these

operations in terms of the Fourier transforms of the data involved
and using the PFT algorithm run times were reduced appreciably [4).
B.

Digital Analyzer Systems
Immediately after the advent of the PPT algorithm many computer

companies began including PPT subroutines as a standard part of their
scientific software packages.

IBM includes a FORTRAN callable sub·

routine, RHARM, as part of its Scientific Subroutine Package [5).
Data General [6) provides an assembler routine, PPTST, for use on its
Nova and Supernova mini-computers.
Several authors [7,8,9] have outlined desians for hardware PFT
processors which allow very high transform speeds.

Bergland and Hale

[8) claim that their PPT processor is capable of calculating Fourier
transforms in real-time for sampling rates up to 500,000 samples per
second.
Although these facilities sive the user the basic tools for
performing signal analysis they have several draw backs.

The most

severe limitation is that they must be used in conjunction with a
computer program written to handle all of the details of data input,
internal data manipulation, and data output as well as calling the
desired analysis routines.

Most often these programs are written in

one of the problem solvina languages such as PORTRAN, ALGOL or PL/1
and run in a batch processing mode.

Changes to these proarams, often

deeaed necessary after preltainary results are obtained, require
coasiderable tiae and effort.
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A second limitation is that the format of data for input and
output to the proaram is generally incompatible with that acceptable
to the programming languaae being used.

Since the original data are,

in most cases, analog signals then some form of analog input is
desirable and few systems have analog-to-digital converter driver
routines as standard software.

And althouah printed output is useful

it is often desirable to have the results presented in graphic form.
Line printers and incremental plotters, which many computer centers
have, are capable of producina plots but neither of these allow realtime or even near real-time rates.

Graphic terminals have this capa-

bility but seldom are there convenient software routines to handle
these.
To overcome the limitations of the systems mentioned above a
system dedicated to digital spectrum analysis must include the
following.

First, it must be programmable at a very high level.

The

user should be able to select basic analysis routines for operating
on data without being required to rewrite major routines in his
proaraa. Secondly it should be interactive to allow the user to
change analysis procedures immediately if intermediate results
indicate this to be desirable.

Third, it should be able to handle,

on command, input of data from analog-to-digital converters and output of data in convenient graphical form.

Fourth, it should include

sufficient analytical routines to allow convenient programming.
Finally, it should have capabilities to allow some proaram control
such as looping and subroutine calling.
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The digital spectrum analyzer systems described by Kiss [10)

in 1970 and by Cline and Marschke [11] in 1972 have these features
but require the purchase of a large amount of equipment dedicated to
that one task.

Unless this equipment is used continuously for signal

analysis the dedicated hardware lies idle. This inefficiency can be
overcome by designing and building systems which utilize, as much as
possible, existing equipment.

Since the amount of equipment available

to different users varies it is important to consider how a digital
analyzer system might be implemented on hardware systems of differing
capabilities.
This dissertation outlines a general purpose digital spectrum
analyzer model which can be used as a basis for desianing complete
hardware-software systems using existing aeneral purpose equipment.
A programming flowchart is presented to aid in the implementation of
a digital spectrum analyzer system on a range of different hardware
systems. Three different hardware systems which might be classified
as typical are described and the advantages and disadvantages of each
are discussed.

A complete implementation which was built by the

author and is in use in the Computer Research Laboratory of the
Electrical Enaineering Department at the University of Missouri Rolla is described in detail [12].
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II.

DIGITAL SPECTRUM ANALYZER MODEL

To be of use to as wide a variety of user as possible a digital
spectrum analyzer must incorporate the following features:

(a) it

must be progra.mable at a very high level, (b) it must be interactive,
(c) it aust include convenient input/output instructions, (d) it must
include a wide range of analytical procedures and, finally, (e) it
should include program control instructions.
A very high level of programaina requires that basic spectrum
analysis routines be single instructions and not require detailed
programming such as would be required in a program written in FORTRAN,
ALGOL, or PL/1.

It also requires that complete data blocks of many

samples, or Fourier coefficients in the frequency domain, be handled
as a single operand.

It should be possible, for example, to specify

single instructions to perform such complex operations as, calculating
the spectrum of a waveform specified as a block of samples, calculating the inverse Fourier transform, aultiplying two blocks of samples
or spectra or, convolving two signals.

The instruction format must

be simple and easily understood by users with little or no background
in standard programming languages.
The analyzer must be interactive.

It must allow the user to

view results rapidly and interact with the program if desired.
Graphics terminals with input and output capabilities allow this type
of interaction.
attractive.

They are also fast enough to make interactive use
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The instruction set, formatted at a very hi&h level, must include,
instructions to provide convenient input and output of complete data
blocks, sufficient analytical instructions to be of aeneral use and, a
choice of program control instructions.
A model of a digital spectrum analyzer incorporating the features
listed above is shown in fiaures 1 through 6.

A state diagram of the

model is shown in fiaures 1 and 2. A more complete diaaram, expressed
in the Digital Design Languaae (DDL) of Duley and Dietmeyer [13,14),
is shown in figures 3 through 6.
A. State Diaaram of Analyzer Model
Figures 1 and 2 present a state diagram of the analyzer model.
Although a complete analyzer system is an integrated hardware - software system and state diagrams are usually used for hardware systems
it does provide a good vehicle for presentina an overall view of the
model.

The model, in this form, consists of two independent, but

interrelated, parts or automaton. The first automaton, the Executive
Routine, is shown in figure 1.

It has control over the two sub-

functions; program loading and program execution. When the analyzer
system is initialized (power on) it is set to state EXECl of the
Executive Routine. The system remains in BXBCl until given a START,
then it aoes to state EXEC2.

The system waits in state EXEC2 until

it receives an input co•and (IN • 1). TWo types of input are
acceptable at this point, 'RUN' or 'LOAD'. These commands specify
that a program is either going to be run or loaded into memory.
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'RUN'

'LOAD'
MAIN EXECUTIVE

------~

------

LOAD ROUfiNE

'TERM'

Figure 1. State Diaaram of Executive Routine
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ENDvTERM

Figure 2.

State Diaaram of Run Routine
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The 'LOAD' command causes a transition to state LOADl where the
After the first input is

system again waits for an input signal.
received the system goes to state LOAD2.

It then oscillates between

states LOAD2 and LOAD3, accepting input and storing it in memory, until
a 'TERM' causes a transition to the beginning state EXECl.

The

program loading is now complete and a new start is requested.
The 'RUN' command reaults in two things happening.
Executive Routine goes to state BXECl and becomes idle.
Run

First the
Second, the

Routine automaton is activated and a transition from its original

waiting state RUNl to the instruction fetch state IFl occurs.

In IFl

the memory location counter (MLC) is interrogate d and if found out of
range the Run Routine halts and the Executive Routine regains control.
If the MLC is in range (1 to 100 in this example) an instruction is
fetched from the memory location specified by MLC and a transition
to GROUP DECODE is performed.

In GROUP DECODE the instruction op

code is decoded and used to cause a transition to one of the five
instruction execution states.

A return to state IFl is performed

from all five execution states unless an END or TERM instruction is
executed.

In that case the

Routine resumes control.

t~ansition

is to RUNl and Executive

Errors which are detected in the GROUP

DECODE state or any of the five instruction execution states result
in messages sent to the operator and a return to state RUNl and executive control.
The state diagrams in figures 1 and 2 provide a large scale view
of the analyzer system model but do not show how data and instructions are handled. The DDL diagrams in figures 3 through 6 show
these details.
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B.

DOL Diagraas of the Digital Analyzer Model
If the digital analyzer model is to be of aid in building new

systems it must be shown in greater detail then that afforded by the
state diagrams shown earlier.

Greater detail could be obtained by

increasing the complexity of the state diagrams and adding features
to show how data and instruction s are handled.

But the large physical

size of such diagrams make them difficult to use.
Several other possibiliti es where investigate d for the detailed
diagrams.

Programming flow charts were considered but they too were

large and difficult to use. The Design Oriented Digital Design
Language of Rouse [15] also proved unwieldy.

The design languages

which seemed to fit the problem best were Dietmeyer's DDL and Bell
and Newell's Instruction Set Processor (ISP) language [16,17].

DOL,

with one slight modificatio n, was selected because of its superior
method of showing the flow of operations from state-to-st ate and
because it relates to the state diagrams of fiaures 1 and 2 better
than ISP. The modificatio n was to let the system declarative • represent full integer storage locations in the computer on which the
system is implemented.

In the formal DDL syntax these declarative •

represent single bit storage elements.

No difficulty is caused by

this deviation.
Figure 3, the DDL diagram of the Executive Routine, is equivalent to the state diagram of figure 1.

It shows all possible state

transitions , as did figure 1, but it includes additional helpful information.

First, it contains information about system names and

about the required data and control word storage areas.

Secondly, it

shows how data and control information is transferred in the storage
areas and between input and output devices.

Third, it includes all
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(SYSTEM)

SIGNAL ANALYSIS:

(REGISTERS)

START,RUN,IN,MLC.

(MEMORY>

M[l:l00,1:3].

(TERMINALS)

INPl11' ,Ol11'Ptrr.

<AUTOMATON)

EXECUl'IVE ROUTINE:

(SEGMENT)

MAIN EXECUTIVE:

(STATES)
EXECl: START: START- O, RUN- O, _...EXEC2.
EXEC2 : IN: IN -- 0,

IINPtrr•' RUN 'I~ RUN ROUTINE (RUN.__ 1) ,
-EXECl;
IINPUT• I LOAD t I =>LOAD ROUl'INE;
OUTPt.rr-.. '? 1 , - EXEC27•••

(SEGMENT)

LOAD ROUTINE:

(STATEs)
LOADl: IN: IN- 0, MLC- INPtrr, --.. LOAD2.
LOAD2: IN: IN..- o, IINPtn'•'TERM'I START.,.._ 1,
==>MAIN BXECUTI VE;
M[MLC:
INPUT,- LOAD3 ••

r:-

LOAD3:

~ MLC, -+oLOAD2 •••

Fiaure 3. DDL Diagram of the Executive Routine
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RUN ROUTINE:

(AUTOMATON)

OPNDl

(REGISTERS)

N,GROUP,FUN[l:3] • OPCD

(MEMORY)

DATA[1:2048),X[N],LABELS[l:20).

<IDENTIFIERS)

DBl • DATA[(OPNDl•l)•N+l:OPNDl•N)
DB2 • DATA[(OPND2·1).N+l:OPND2•N]
LIT DATA • 100.0PND1+0PND2
GROUP • OPCD/10+1.

0

0

OPND2.

<sTATES)
RUN 1: RUN: RUN-- 0, MLC- 1, --IF 1.
IFl: IMLC .GT. 1001 START-1, -RUN1:
FUN- M[MLC:] , -GROUP DECODE ••

l!--

PROGRAMMING
GROUP DECODE: <i:MLC, llfROUP
l!--ARlmMETIC
1Z_ -DATA MANIPULATION
1! -TRAN!'FORM RELATED 1§.- DATA INPUT/OUTPUT;
OUTPUT-- 'ERROR • , START-- 1, - RlltU ••

Figure 4. DDL Diagram of the Run Routine
Control and Group Decode
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PROGRAMMING:

(OPeD-' PAUSE 'I

liN I IN-- o, -IFl;
-PROGRAMMING.;

-+-IFl, IOPCD
~..!...LABEL'
~UMP 1

WUNT'
~UB_JMP 1
~UB_RTN'

DATA MANIPULATION: --.. IFl,
!.!.POLAR'
l!.BECT'
l.!J,OAD'
L.!]LOeK SIZE'
~XP MAG'
l.!_l.O<fl.fAG •

~NT!'ROJNG'

--IFl
MLe-. LABELS (OPNDl]
IOPND2"0l OPND2- OPND2-l,
MLC- LABELS [OPNDl] •
MLC--LABELS (OPNDl)+l,
M[LABELS [OPNDl] ] - MLC
MLC--M[LABELS [OPNDl]] •••
roPeD
082 -POLAR FORM(D81)
D82-- REeT 'fORM(D81)
082--DBlN-LIT DATA
DB2..-ElP(MAG(DBl))
082- LOG8 (MAG(D81))
082--081 1 DBl-- DB2 ••

ARITHMETIC: -IFl, IOPCD•' LITERAL INST'I (X• LIT DATA),
OPNDl--1, OPN"6'2 --1; (X•D82f.,
roPeD
DB2-- DBl + X
L.!}.DD'
DB2-- DBl • X
~UB'
DBl * X
082-~ULT'
I X
DB2--D81
~IV'
DB2-- DBl * DB2*
~MULT'
DBl-- ~ND2 (DBl)
l.!§HI PT LEFT'
DBl-- _19fND2 (081),.
~HIFT:RIGHT I

Figure s. DOL Diagram of the Programming, Data
Manipulation and Arithmetic Instructions
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TRANSFORM RELATED: _._IPl, lOPeD
DB2(K)- DBl(K) + DBl(K-1),
- ~NTEG'
K • o,1,2, 1•• ,N
DB2-- PPr (PPT(DBl) * PPT(DB2))
~NV'
DB2-- FPT(DBl)
l!JPT'
OUTPUT-- DBl,
~LAGRN'
Otfl'PUT._ LAGRANGE(DBl)
DB2(K)- DBl(K) • DBl(K-1) 1
I!.PERIV'
K • 0,1,2, 1•• ,N
082-- FFT• (PFT(DBl) * FPT*(DB2))
~RR'
~prl,
DB2- FPT-l(DBl) •.
J(OPCD•INPUT INST)A(IN•O)J
-DATA INPtJI"/Ot.rrPUT.,
-IFl ,- R)PCD
DBl- INPUT(A/D LINE NO•OPND2)
~ANALG IN'
IOPND2•01
t_PTAPB-1/0'
DBl- INPUT(ASR 3X READER);
OUTPUT (ASR 3X· PUNQl)-- DBl.
IOPND2•01 aYPE 1/0'

DATA_INPUT/OUTPUT:

-

DBl~INPUT(KEYBOARD);

OUTPUT(ASR_3l_PRINTER)-.-DB1.

~ISTOGRAM'~'DSPLY'

~ALG_OUT'

l!..!!RAPH_IN'

OUTPUT( GRAPHICS TERMINAL)- DBl,
IOPND2 .GT. 31 OUTPUT(GRAPHICS TERMINAL) DBl + 1.
OUTPUT(D/A LINE NO • OPND2)
--DBl
DBl-- INPUT(GRAPHICS TERMINAL) ••••

-

Figure 6. DDL Diagram of the Transform Related and
Data Input/OUtput Instructions
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conditions which must be met before the various actions will be per·
formed.

Figures 4,

s and 6 identify the state transitio ns shown in

figure 2 and include the additiona l information mentioned above.
The first_item s in figure 3 identify the global parameters.

The

system name is declared by the declarati ve:

-

SIGNAL ANALYSIS:

(SYSTEM)

Global information storage units are:

and

(REGISTERS)

START,RUN,IN,MLC,

(MEMORY)

M[l:lOO,l:3],

(TERMINALS)

INPUT,OUTPUT.

The system is composed of two automaton, the EXECUTIVE ROUTINE
and the RUN ROUTINE. The EXECUTIVE ROUTINE is declared to consist of
two sepents:

the MAIN EXECUTIVE with two states and the LOAD ROUTINE

with three states.
The flow of operations which occur when the system is used was
outlined earlier.

Following is a short explanation of the flow of

data and control signals which occur in each state.
Beginning in state EXECl the system waits until a START is received. When this occurs START and RUN are set to zero and a transition occurs to state EXEC2.

In EXEC2 an IN signal must appear before

proceeding. When this happens IN is set to zero and the INPUT terminal is interroga ted. If a RUN command was input the RUN ROUTINE is
started by setting RUN to one.
ROUTINE also occurs.

A transitio n to EXECl in EXECUTIVE

If the input was not a RUN command then the sys-

tem checks for a LOAD comaand.

If this is true a transitio n to the

first state (LOADl) of the LOAD ROUTINE occurs.

If neither command

was received a question Ul'k (f) is output and another input requested.
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During the loading of a program the fo llowina data transmi ssions
In LOADl a value is accepted from the INPUT termina ls and

occur.

stored in the MLC.

In LOAD2 data is accepted for storage in memory.

If the data is a terminal command (TERM) the system returns to the
MAIN EXECUTIVE.

If not, the data is stored in memory at the location

specifie d by the MLC.

In state LOA03 the MLC is incremented by one,

providing the next storage location address.
The RUN ROUTINE automaton contains several local storage locationa.

and

These are:
(REGISTERS)

N,GROUP,FUN[l:3] • OPCD 0 0PND1°0PND2,

(MEMORY)

DATA[1:2048),X[N],LABELS[l:20].

Note that FUN is a vector whose first entry is equival ent to OPCD,
second to OPNDl and third to OPND2. DATA and X are storage location s
for the sampled or transformed data and are real vectors .

To simplif y

notatio n four identif iers are declared as part of the RUN ROUTINE.
D81 and D82 are defined to be blocks of data stored in N consecutive
locatio ns of the vector DATA.

Which N location s are used is deter-

mined by the values stored in operand one (OPNDl) for data block 1
(081) and operand two (OPND2) for data block 2 (082). Literal data
(LIT DATA) is used in several instruc tions and is obtained by combining the two digit operands OPNDl and OPND2. GROUP decodes the

-

instruc tion group number from the operatio n code (OPCD).
The transiti ons between states in the RUN ROUTINE were outline d
previou sly.

Data transfe rs occur in the same fashion as was out-

lined for the EXECUTIVE ROUTINE.

In GROUP DECODE the metaoperator

reiOUP declare s that the value associa ted with GROUP ia used to
deterain e what action occurs next.

If GROUP contain s a one (1) then
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a transition to PROGRAMMING occurs. A two (2) in GROUP causes a
transition to DATA MANIPULATION, a three (3) to

ARin~IC,

a four

(4) to TRANSFORM RELATED and a five (5) to DATA INPUT/OUTPUT.

A

value larger then five is an error and would cause a message to be
plotted on the terminal.
Each of the five instruction execution states; PROGRAMMING,
DATA MANIPULATION and ARITHMETIC in figure S, and TRANSFORM RELATED
and DATA INPUT/OUTPUT in figure 6 delineate the actions which occur
during the execution of the instructions in that aroup.
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III.

DIGITAL SPECfRUM ANALYZER IMPLBMENTATION

The analyzer model in chapter II shows all the elements which
are necessary in a general purpose digital spectrum analyzer. The
model delineates these features without reference to the hardware
and software of which the system is constructed. To implement an
analyzer system the hardware muat be proaraaed to perform the
functions in a manner which will maximize system performance and
ainimize both initial and operatina costs.
To mint.ize initial costs every effort must be made to utilize
existina equipment. Since different users will in general have
different equipment, several hardware systems are considered. Certain minimum requirements such as analog-to-digital converters for
data input and a graphics terminal for data output and operator
interaction are necessary and assumed available. With each of the
different hardware systems a different prograamina approach must be
taken to obtain the best results. Procedures to aid in this are
aiven in flow chart form.
A. Typical Hardware Systems
The minimum requirements for the analyzer systea described
above are; a graphics terminal, analoa-to-diaital converters, a
digital computer and the necessary control units or interfaces.
Many potential uaera have available to them a large scale computer
with time-sharing capabilities. Mini-computers are also widely
available. The hardware systems described here were selected to
include a wide raaae of ca.putina capabilitiea &ftd costs. These
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systems are shown in figures 7, 8 and 9 and are defined in the
Processor Memory Switch (PMS) language of Bell and Newell [16,17].
Figure 7 shows the PMS diagram of a mini-computer dedicated to
the analyzer program.

The main frame of the mini-computer (C.mi)

consists of a primary memory {Mp), a central processor (Pc), a control unit (K) and a input/output switch (S).

Three input/output

terminals (T) are connected to the computer through individual
controllers {K).

Data paths between the various components are
Control signals are shown as dashed lines.

indicated by solid lines.

Switches are available on the console (T.Console) for starting and
stopping program execution.
An analyzer system utilizing a small dedicated mini-computer is

low in cost and can provide satisfactory results if sufficient
memory is available (SK or more) but it has several faults.
programming is difficult and costly.

First,

Unless the computer has a

large amount of memory {20 to 30K) an assembler language must be
used and this requires a long coding time and difficult debugging.
Without additional. I/0 devices such as a fast tape reader and high
speed printer, assemble time alone is significant.
loading is slow.

Second, program

If the mini-computer is ever used with other

programs then one half hour or more could be required to reload the
system using the basic teletype which is standard on most minicomputer systems.

Also, if overlays are required, loading and re-

loading segments is time consuming.
without extended memory.

Third, data space is limited

Fourth, operating costs are moderate since

the system is dedicated and its resources cannot be shared durina
periods of inactivity.
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The addition of extended memory, high speed paper tape devices
and either a magnetic tape or magnetic disk unit reduces the severity
of most of the faults of the dedicated mini-computer system.

These

additions would also allow the programming to be done in a high level
language, reducing implementation time.

At the same time, however,

the operating cost rises rapidly because the additional cost of each
device must be supported by the user and not by other users timesharing them.
Figure 8 is the PMS diagram of a large time-sharing computer
linked to the graphics terminal via the computer's input/output
channel (P.io) and a communications line or link (L).

The main com-

puter (C.m) consists of the standard four blocks, memory, central
processing unit, control and I/O switch.

This system is more expen-

sive than the first but is without many of its drawbacks.

Program-

ming can be done in a high level language such as FORTRAN or PL/1 so
implementation is much faster than on a mini-computer.
is usually sufficient to make overlaying unnecessary.

Memory size
Operating costs

are somewhat lower because resources not used at all times are shared
with other programs.
The main disadvantage of the second system is that a complex
computer is being tied up much of the time performing trivial tasks
such as formatting data for output, interpreting operations and
executing simple instructions.

A second major disadvantage is the

low priority given to special requests on the time-sharing system.
During the generation of the analyzer system software and the data
link service routines in particular, it is often necessary to use
the computer in a aode not compatible with noraal time-sharing jobs.
When requ.sts for such services are made delays usually result.
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Often computer time is available for special requests only at undesirable hours and even then is severely limited. A third disadvantage is that all data and messages, in their proper formats, must
be transmitted between the time-sharing computer and the terminal.
For low speed links transmission times for messages and full plots
with markings are undesirably discernible.
Figure 9 shows a hardware system consisting of both a timesharing computer (C.m) and a satellite mini-computer (C.s) or intelligent terminal.

The necessary communications link (L) and I/O

terminals and their controllers are also shown.

This system combines

some of the desirable features of the two previous examples but also
retains some of their drawbacks.
By judicious selection of programming tasks, optimal use of the
time-sharing computer can be obtained. The mini-computer can be
used to perform the trivial tasks mentioned above.

Data transmission

over the communications link can be reduced by using message codes
and by eliminating redundant data in output plots.

A high level

language can be used for rapid proaramming of the time-sharing computer.

Slower assembler language programming is required on the

mini-computer; however, less programmina is required than on the
dedicated system.
B.

Programming Considerations
The programming effort involved in implementing a digital

spectrum analyzer system is significant. Approximately six man
months were required to program the analyzer system described in
the next chapter. With the aid of the model given earlier an
appreciably shorter progr..aing time is possible.
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The approach which should be used in the programming depends
upon how much hardware and what types of system software are available
to the programmer. Mini-computer systems often lack adequate software
to drive peripheral equipment. Systems which use communication links
such as those shown in figures 8 and 9 require special software to
handle data input and output and often this is not supplied by the
vendor. When required software is not available, tim. and effort are
needed to supply it.
Figure 10 shows a flow chart which can be used as an aid to
writing the programs required in the implementation of an analyzer
system.

It is not a complete programming flow chart but is intended

to be used in conjunction with the analyzer model. The flow chart
points out the major programming segments.

Decision blocks are used

to indicate the different paths which are to be taken, depending upon
the available hardware.
Most blocks of the programaing procedure flow chart follow
directly froa the spectrum analyzer model and require no further
explanation.

Some explanation is needed, however, on those blocks

which do not come from the model and on the writing of the executive
routines when two computers (time-sharing and mini) are used.
The

communications software which is required when two computers

are used consists of routines written for both computers to perform
input and output of data between aeaory and the data link.

These

routines usually perform I/0 using the computer's interrupt system.
Conversion of data between external and internal formats is often
necessary and is handled by the co..unieations software as is the
detection of parity errors on the data link.
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Figure 10. Continued
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Figure 10. Continued.
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The terminal driver software is a number of routines written for

the computer which is connected directly to the graphics terminal.
These routines, often supplied by the graphics terminal vendor, handle
the complex tasks of initialization , data formatting and line, point
and character drawing.

The routines also handle graphic input by

converting positions on the screen which are selected by the operator
into X and Y coordinates which can be used by the computer.
During the operation of a system using two computers, only one of
these can be in control. This control computer performs most of the
tasks described in the routines shown in fi,ures 3 and 4. The other
computer is responsible for performing tasks involved in executing
instructions which are not handled by the main computer. This second
computer, termed a slave computer, waits for commands from the main
computer, interprets the commands, performs its tasks and responds
with a complete signal to the main computer.

In deciding which com-

puter should perform the tasks of the control computer and which one
those of the slave several things must be considered. The programming
routines assigned to the controlling computer are more numerous than
those assigned to the slave.

If the time-sharing computer is used as

the controlling computer, programming time will be decreased because
more of the job can be programmed at a high level and because of the
larger library of preprogrammed routines available with these systems.
At the same time, however, program efficiency will decrease because
high level compilers generate less than optimal object code.

It is

also important to consider the speed of the communications link. With
a line speed which is lower than the graphics terminal speed, excessive intercoaputer communication can degrade perforaance enouah to
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make interactive use undersirable, Uaina the terminal computer (the
mini) as the controllina computer reduces the amount of communication
needed between the computers since the main tasks are performed near
the user and the major input/output devices. The mini-computer. however. may not have sufficient memory or may require prohibitive
amounts of program loading time to act as anything but an intelligent
slave terminal.
flow chart.

Both alternatives are given on the program procedure
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IV,

IBM 360/50-SCC 650 DIGITAL SPECTRUM ANALYZER SYSTEM

Figure 11 shows the complete PMS diagram of the UMR Digital Spectrum Analyzer System. The system connects an IBM 360/50 time-sharing
computer to a Scientific Control Corp. SCC 650 mini-computer via a 110
baud voice grade telephone line.

The IBM 360 computer is located in

the University Computer Center and the SCC 650 is located in the Computer Research Laboratory of the Electrical Engineering Department.
The two computers are programmed to perform the tasks of a digital
spectrum analyzer system as shown in the model given earlier.

The IBM

360 allows for very fast execution of the numerical calculations involved in some of the analysis instructions.

The

sec

650 allows for

decreased response time by performing many analyzer tasks locally,
thus reducing communications time.
A.

System Description
The Digital Spectrum Analyzer System is an integrated hardware-

'
software system.

The two digital computers and several peripheral

devices perform tasks as instructed by the software.

The integrated

analyzer system is designed to respond to the interactive commands of
the user.
1.

Hardware Configuration

The analyzer hardware is configured as indicated in figure 11.
The two computers are located in separate buildings and are connected
by a 110 baud telephone line.

Data is transmitted between computers

in serial form using the American Standard (ASCII} code at a rate of
approxtaately 10 characters per second.

Controllers and telephone

aod.., on both eads convert the serial data into the proper format for
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handling by the computers.
Several pieces of peripheral equipment are tied to the minicomputer by individual controllers. The graphics terminal which allows
for convenient operator interaction is an Advanced Remote Display Station (ARDS) 1008 [18]. The ARDS terminal exchanges graphical and
alphanumeric data with the

sec

650 computer at a 1200 baud rate. This

corresponds to approximately 110 alphanumeric characters or 22 graphic
vectors per second. Graphic data can be input to the

sec

650 from the

ARDS by using the hand-held mouse.
Analog data is input to the analyzer 1y1tem through the analogto-digital converters on the

sec

650 computer.

Prom one to eight

different analog signals can be converted at rates up to 25 thousand
samples per second.
Either an ASR 33 or ASR 35 teletype is used to punch and read
object tapes containing the user's program.

It also provides for

permanent hard copy of analyzer resultl.
The magnetic tape, a Kennedy 1400R, is used to read software
routines into the SCC 650. Although this function could be performed
by the teletype, the higher input rate of the magnetic tape is very
desirable.
2.

System Software

The analyzer software consists of two programs.

one program is

written in FORTRAN and runs on the IBM 360. The other program is
written in assembler language and runs on the

sec

650.

The 360 pro-

gr.. runs under control of the HASP operating system and requires
approximately 150K bytes of core 1torage. The 650 program
its own aoaitor routine.

contain~

It i1 divided into four overlayed sepents
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to fit into the 4K storage of the 650.

In addition to the normal

FORTRAN library routines the 360 prograa uses the ARDWARE system (19]
provided by Adage, Inc. to communicate with the 650.

The 650 uti-

lizes the ARDWARE/650 routines [20] to communicate with the 360 and
the ARDS teminal.
The IBM 360 computer was chosen, on the basis of telephone line
speed, to provide overall program control.

Its program includes all

routines necessary to perform the functions shown in the analyzer
It contains storaae areas for storina analyzer programs and

model.

digital data as specified by the directive s:
(MEMORY) :• M[1:100,1:3]

in figure 3 and
(MEMORY) :• DATA[l:2048),LABBLS[1:20)

in figure 4.

An executive routine, similar to but more involved then that
shown in figure 3, controls the various phases of the 360 program.
It performs initializ ation tasks and requests executive directive s
from the operator . When an executive directive is received by the
360 it is used to determine which of several subordinate routines

should be called for execution. The Load Routine (figure 3) permits
a set of analyzer instructi ons in the form of an object tape to be
read from the paper tape reader and stored in the analyzer program
memory.

The Run Routine (fiaure 4) fetches instructi ons from the

program umory and sillulat• their execution. Additional executive
directive s are available to perfora utility tasks such as loading
and dumpini data usina the 360 1 s peripher al equipment and displaying
analyze~

instructi ons for proaraa debuaaina.

upon completion of the
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routine, control is returned to the executive and another directive
is requested.

All executive directive s with information regarding

their functions are listed in table 1.
The sec 650 program operates in two aodes. The first mode,
called the programming mode, provides the user with a menu (figure 13)
of all of the digital spectrum analyzer instructi on•. This menu is
plotted on the ARDS by the 650 proaram and then progr&lll control is
given to a menu-to-object tape translato r program. The translato r
requests the operator to select instructi ons and their operands from
the menu.

When selection s are made the translato r converts them into

object code and punches an object tape.
The second operating mode in the 650 proaraa is the run aode.
In this mode the 650 acts as a slave to the 360 program. The 650
waits for an input from either the operator through the ARDS or from
the 360.
360.

Data from the operator is immediately transmitt ed to the

Data from the 360 is interroga ted for a possible control char-

acter string. Two types of character strings are used.

The first

provides for high speed 360-to-operator message handling.

Instead of

sending lona messages over the low speed telephone line a control
string of the form 61&, where 1 can be
is sent.

any

capital letter A through Z,

The 650 recognizes the string and uses the letter to

determine which one of 26 differen t messaaes stored in its memory
should be transmit ted, at high speed, to the ARDS terminal.
The s•cond control character string, 111, is sent by the 360

when it desires to use the 650 for an input or output operation ,
These operation s are required when an instructi on fr011 the Data
laput/OYtput aroup is being executed and wMia an object tape is to
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CODE

OPERATION
Load an object tape from the SCC 650 paper tape
reader into the analyzer program memory.

1

2n

Execute the program in the prograa aemory
beginning at location n. If n is blank execution
begins at memory location 1.

3

List the contents of the proaraa meaory on the
360 line printer. Also list the contents of the
count and label memories and the contents of the
various location counters.

4

Punch data from the analyzer data blocks onto
cards using the 360 card punch.

~-

5

Print on the 360 line printer the contents of the
analyzer data status register and all data.

6

Read from the 360 card reader data and store in
the data storaae area. Data on cards must be in
the saae format as is used in directive number 4.

7n

Plot out the contents of proaraa ..aory location
n and allow a new instruction to be typed in its
place. If a comma (,) follows the new instruction the next location will be plotted for possible change. If a comma is typed without a new
instruction no chana• occurs but the next instruction is plotted. If n • 100 (the last location in aeaory) the new instruction is executed
iaaediately after it is typed and control is returned to the executive after execution.

8

Toggle the DEBUG switch in the 360 program. If
the debug switch is on the instructions are
plotted on the ARDS and on the 360 line printer
as they are executed. If the switch is off (the
normal mode) the instructions are not plotted.
This feature facilitates debugging.

Table 1.

360 Executive Directive Codes
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OPERATION

CODE
9

Reinitialize the 360 program.

10

Make data block 1 a pulse one unit high

11

Make data block 1 a pulse one unit high
centered at t • N/2. Pulse width requested
at run time.

12

Make data block 3 a half wave rectified sine
wave 5 units high.

starting at t •
at run time.

Table 1.

o.

(Continued)

Pulse width requested
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be read. The 650 controls the I/O device during the1e operations and
also performs some data comprestion to reduce data transai11ion time.
This reduction is obtained by using the 650 on data input, and the
360 on data output to remove redundant data and transait only necessary data.

The

removed data is replaced, vhea necessary, by the com-

puter at the opposite end.

For example, the plotting time for histo-

graas of data can be reduced by a factor of four by sending only the
ordinate value for each point and letting the 650 add the spacing and
return to axis values.
If neither type of control character string is detected by the
650 then the information is sent directly to the ARDS terminal. This
usually happens when short messages or longer but infrequently used
messages are transmitted by the 360.
B. Operating the Digital Spectrum Analyzer System
The Digital Spectrum Analyzer System is run in two steps. The
first step involve• only the sec 650 computer, the magnetic tape
unit and the ARDS terminal.

During this step, analyzer program

object tapes are generated.

In the second step both computers and

all peripherals are involved. Thi1 is when programs are run on the
system. The steps which are generally followed when the system is
used are as follows:
1. Submit IBM 360 proaram to the Computer Center for high
priority run.

2.

Connect the ARDS tenainal, the magnetic tape and the
data set interface to the 650.

3. Place the Digital Spectrum Analyzer Syst• tape on the
upetic tape unit.
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4.

Use the 650 maanetic tape loader to read record 1 into
memory and start the program.

Menu 1, the Job Control Menu shown in fi;ure 12, is plotted on
the ARDS screen by the program at this time.

s.

Use the mouse to place the graphics curser in the SOURCE
PROGRAM block on the menu and press the set point (center)
button.

The magnetic tape handler will read another record and the
Digital Spectrum Analyzer Menu (figure 13) is plotted.
6. When the bell rings, instructions are selected by using
the mouse to position the curser over the desired block
and pressing the center button.
Each instruction, as it is selected, is converted into object
form and punched on the paper tape punch.
7.

When all instructions have been selected a terminate
(TERM) is selected.

A trailing leader will be punched on the object tape.
8.

The EXECUTIVE block is selected from the menu.

The program is reinitialized and the Job Control Menu is plotted

again.
9.

The OBJECT TAPE block is selected from the menu.

The message "LOAD OBJEcr TAPE, TYPE CR" is plotted on the terminal as an indicator that the program is ready to begin the run mode.
10. The object tape is loaded into the paper tape reader and
a carriage return is typed on the ARDS keyboard.
The message "CALL 360 AT 364-8081" is plotted by the program.
11.

Dial up the 360 and connect to modem.

The 360 executive routine takes control and requests an executive directive by plotting "PLEASE TYPE EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVE CODE"
on the ARDS.
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Fiaure 12. Di&ital Spectrum Analyzer Job Control Menu
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12, A code of 1 is typed on the keyboard indicatina that an

object tape is to be loaded.

The objected tape is read by the 650 and transmitted to the 360
and stored in the analyzer proaraa memory. Another directive code
is then requested.
13. A code of 2 is typed to beain execution of the proaram.
The program is then executed and the results are plotted as
programmed.
C. System Progr&DUD.ing
Proarams are written for operation on the Digital Spectrum
Analyzer

Sys~em

by selecting instructions fro. the analyzer menu

(figure 13). Each instruction consists of an operation code and
zero, one or two operands.

The operation code is selected by moving

the mouse until the curser is within the block of the desired instruction and pressing the set point (center) button. Operands are selected in the same way from the address block in the menu. When two
operands are required a comma must separate them. A total of 36
different instructions are available to the programmer. The oper·
ation of these instructions is detailed in tables 2 through 7.
1.

Data

The Diaital

Spect~

Analyzer System accepts two types of data.

The main type is a block of real numbers representina samples of a
voltaae or frequency waveform. These numbers usually come from the
A/D converter• usina the ANALOG IN instruction. Tbe number of saplea per block is proaramaable but is usually set to 64. Up to 16
different block• can be atored by the ayatea representina up to 16
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INSTRUCTION

FUNCTION

TRANS
LATOR

Reinitializes the translator program and
punches leader on the paper tape punch in
preparation for a new program.

EXECU
TIVE

Returns control from the translator to the
executive program and reinitializes the
system.

R~

Prohibits the present instruction from being
punched on the object tape and allows a
different instruction to be selected.

OUT

-

DE LET
n

Copies the next n - 1 instructions on an
existing object tape onto a new one. The
n-th instruction is deleted.

INSRT
n

Copies the next n inltructions from an
existing object tape onto a new tape.

LIST

Reads the object tape in the paper tape
reader and produces a listing of the program
on the teletype.

n~

Terminates the present object tape by punching a special character and trailing leader.

Table 2.

Control/Editing Instruction•
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INSTRUCl'ION

PUNCl'ION

PAUSE

Plots out "PAUSE" in the upper riaht hand
comer of the ARDS screen and waits until a
control s is typed before continuina.

JMP

Transfers progr• execution to the label
instruction specified by the literal field.

LABEL

Specifies a label point ia the proaraa. No
operation is performed by this instruction.

COUNT

Causes the sequence of instructions between
the count instruction and the label instruction specified in the first operand to be
repeated the number of tiaes 1pecified in the
second operand. After completion of the
count the instruction followina the label
instruction is executed.

SUB

Transfers proaraa control to the instruction
following the label instruction specified by
the literal data field. The address of the
instruction followina the subroutine jwap
instruction is stored for a later return.

JMP

SUB
RTN

Retums progr111 control to the instruction
following the subroutine jump instruction
which was used to enter the ~rrent subroutine. The literal field must specify the
label of the subroutine.

END

End Execution of the analyzer proaram and
returns proaraa control to the 360 executive
proaraa.

Table 3. Procramming Instruction•
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INSTRUCTION

FUNCTION

POLAR

Converts the transformed data in the data
block specified by operand one from rectangular form to polar form and stores it
in the data block specified by operand two.

RECT

Converts the trantformed data in the data
block specified by operand one from polar
form to rectangular form and stores it in
the data block specified by operand two.

LOAD

Loads the data from the data block specified
by operand one into the data block specified
by operand two without chanaina the contents
of the first.

BLOCK
SIZE

Converts the full data buffer area into data
blocks of the size specified by the literal
field. The new block size must be a power of
two and be between 8 and 1024. All subsequent
instructions use the new block size.

EXP

Converts the data in the data block specified
by operand one into an exponential form and
stores it in the data block specified by operand two.

MAG

LOG
MAG

Converts the data in the data block specified
by operand one into loa base e maanitude form
and stores it in the data block specified by
operand two.

INTER

Interchanges the data in the two data blocks
specified by the operands.

CHNG

Table 4.

Data Manipulation Instructions
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INSTRUCTION

FUNCTION

~D

Add, point-by-point, the contents of the data
blocks specified by operands one and two and
store in the latter. If literal, add the
literal field to data block one.

s~

Subtract, point-by-point, the data in the data
block specified by operand two fraa that in
the block specified by operand one and store
in the former. If literal, subtract the literal field from data block one.

~~

Multiply the contents of the data blocks specified by the two operands and store in the
block specified by the second. If literal,
multiply data block one by the literal field.

DIV

Divide the contents of the data block spec·
ified by operand one by that specified by
operand two and store in the latter. If literal, divide data block one by the literal
data.
Multiply the contents of the data block specified by operand one by the caaplex conjugates
of the data in the data block specified by
operand two and store in the latter. Both
data blocks must contain transformed data.

*

~~

SHIFT

LEFT

Shift the contents of the data block specified by operand one left the nuaber of
places specified by operand two.

SHIFT
RIGHT

Shift the contents of the data block specified by operand one right the number of
places specified by operand two.

Table

s.

Arithmetic Instructions
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INSTRUcriON

INTEG

PUNCriON
Integrates the tiae sa.ples in the data block
specified by operand one and stores the results in the block specified by operand two.
The definina equation is:
S(k) • S(k·l) + S(k) for k • 1,2,

3, ••• ,N aad S(O) • 0.
CONV

Performs the convolution of the ti.. sa.ples
in the data blocks specified by operands one
and two and stores the results in the latter.
The equation is:
Sl(k)*S2(k) •

p• 1 [P(Sl(k))•P(S2(k))]

FFT

Perfons the fast Fourier transfom on the
time samples in the block specified by operand one and stores the results in rectangular
fora in the block specified by operand two.

LAGRN

Uses the Lagrange interpolation polynomial
to fit a curve through the time samples in
the data block specified by operand one and
plots the original data and the new curve on
the ARDS terainal. The order of fit and the
number of points in the new curve as a function of the block size is requested at run
time.

DERIV

Takes the derivative of the time samples in
the data block specified by operand one and
stores the results in the block specified by
operand two. The defining equation is:
S(k) • S(k) - S(k·l)

for k • 1,2,

3, ••• ,N and S(O) • O.

Table 6. Transform Related Instructions
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INSTRUCTION
OOM

FUNCTION
Takes the correlation between the time samples
in the data blocks specified by operands one
and two and stores the results in the second.
The equation is:
Sl(k)•S2(k) • F·l[F(Sl(k))•F*(S2(k) ))

FF~l

Takes the inverse fast Fourier transform of
the data in the block specified by operand
one and stores the results in the block specified by operand two.

Table 6.

(Continued)
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INSTRUCTION

FUNCTION
Accepts time samples from the A/D converter
and stores them in the data block specif ied
by operand one. The A/D converter line number is specifi ed by operand two.

ANALG

IN

Transf ers data between the 650 paper tape
reader or punch and the data block specif ied
by operand one. If operand two equals zero,
the data is read. If operand two is not equal
to zero the data is punched.

PTAPE

I/0

TYPE

Transfers data between the ARDS temin al and
the 650 teletyp e and the data block specif ied
by operand one. If operand two is equal to
zero data is accepted as it is typed from
either keyboard. If not data is typed onto
the ARDS screen and the teletyp e.

I/0

Plots, in histogram form, the data in the
block specif ied by operand one. If the data
are transformed values then operand two determined what data is plotted . The format for
operand two is:

HISTO
GRAM

Table 7.

1

Plot only the first part of the data.
(For data in rectan gular form this is
the real component. For data in polar
form this is the magnitude.)

2

Plot only the second part of the data.
(For data in rectan gular form this is
the imaginary component. For data in
polar form this is the angle.)

3

Plot both parts of the data.

4

Plot time samples from requested block
and first part of data in the next
block.

5

Plot time sample• from requested block
and second part of data in next block.

Data Input/OUtput Instruc tions
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INSTRUCTION

PUNCriON

ANALG

Output to the D/A converters the data in the
data block specified by operand one. Operand
two specifies the D/A line number.

GRAPH

IN

Input to the data block specified by operand
one graphic data using the ARDS mouse. Instructions to the operator are transmitted at
run time.

DSPLY

Same as HISTOGRAM except data is displayed as
a continuous curve.

OUT

Table 7.

(Continued)
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different signals. Most of the operations are perfoJMd either on
one block of sa.ples or between two blocks. Since several blocks can
be retained it is necessary to name or address each block. The numbers 1 throuah 16 are used as data block addrelses and these ad·
dresses must be specified in instructions which use the data.
The second type of data accepted by the syst.. is literal data.
Several instructions such as BLOCK SIZE and the literal aritbletic
instructions require a n1.111ber as an operand. This is considered
literal data. The four arithmetic operations ADD, SUB, MULT and DIY
can be specified as literal instructions by selecting the LITERAL box
immediately after selecting the desired operation code and then
selecting a literal value as an operand. All literal values are one
to four characters long. They can be el ther a minus sip (·) and

up

to three digits or just one to four digits (+assumed). Literal
values less than four characters long are acceptable without leading
or trailing zeros or blanks.
2.

Instructions

There are six groups of instructions as shown in figure 13.
Bach instructions is outlined in tables 2 through 7. Tbe instructions are translated into machine lanauage codes as they are select·
ed from the menu and punched onto the object tape. The first block
of instructions are translator instructions and are used to control
the translatina process. None of these instructions except the
terminate instruction produces output on the object tape. The re•
uinina five aroups of instructions are executable and all except the
LITIRAL instruction produce a Jinale six character machine language
.;

~ ~

instruction which il interpreted by the analyzer tystea at run tt...
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The control/editin g group in addition to controlling the trans-

lating process bas listing, insertina and deleting instructions for
convenient editing of existing object tapes. The rub out block
allows corrections to be made if determined immediately after selection.
The programming group of instructions provides control over the
analyzer progra. as it is being executed by the analyzer syst... Program jumps, subroutine calls and returns and looping are all available.
The data manipulation instructions allow digital data to be converted into different forms and to

be

passed between data blocks

without conversion. Status is kept on each block to prevent illegal
operations such as an attempt to convert real data (samples) into a
form reserved for complex data.

Tbe data block size instruction

allows the system to handle data blocks of different sizes, although
not at the same time.

The block size must be a power of two and is

presently limited to values between 8 and 1024 points per block.
Larger block sizes can be accomaodated by chanaing several diaension
statements in the 360 program and recompiling the system.
The

arithmetic instructions allow arithmetic operations to be

performed either between two data blocks containina compatible data
or between data block one and the literal data specified in the
instruction. Shift instructions allow sampled data block to be
shifted either left or riaht one or more places.
The transform related instructions, with the exception of the
Lagran1e instruction, transform data froa one data block and store
it in either the saae block ,or another. Att.-pts to perform illegal
transform. are checked by the syst.. and error ..ssaaes are sent to
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the operator. The Lagrange instructi on reconstru cts sampled data
and plots the reconstructed waveform on the graphics terainal. This
instructi on aids in the determination of the proper sampling rates
to be used by the analog-to -digital converters.
The data input/out put instructi ons allow for convenient input

and output of digital data. Graphs can be plotted on the ARDS screen
for temporary viewing or data can be typed or punched on the teletype
for permanent records. Graphic data can be input directly from the
ARDS screen by using the mouse and the GRAPH IN instructi on.
D. Analyzer Program Examples
Four examples were programaed to run on the Digital Spectrua
Analyzer System. Three of these were run and the output plots ob. tained during their execution are shown in firures 14 through 17.
The fourth example is included as an example of programming only.
All results were checked for accuracy [21].
The program listing shown with each exaaple is a copy of that
produced when the LIST instructi on was selected from the analyzer
menu during programmina. The equal sign (•) which appears in several
of the instructi ons indicates that the operand is a literal data
field.

Although the listings ·show the exaaple programs using the

analog input instructi on for data input these instructi ons were bypassed during execution.

Instead, data was input to the data blocks

by using executive directive 11 in example 1 and executive directive
12 in examples 2 and 3. The plots obtained using the internall y
generated data better illustrat e the functions involved. The "PAUSE"
which appeus in the upper riaht hand comer of the screen in each
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output plot is plotted last and indicates to the operator that the
analyzer program is waiting for a signal (a control

s on the keyboard)

from him before proceeding.
Example 1:
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006

ANLGIN
FFT
POLAR

DSPLY
END
TERM

1,1
1,2
2,2
1,4

This example uses a default data block 1ize of 64 samples.

Data

is input to block number one from A/D line number one. The fast
Fourier transform is taken of the data and the results are stored in
data block two in complex rectangular form.

After converting the

transformed data into polar form both the samples and the first part
(magnitude) of the transformed data are displayed.

Figure 14 shows

how the plot appeared on the ARDS graphics terminal screen. When the

operator types the control S the END instruction is executed and
program control is returned to the executive routine.

The TERM in-

struction is not executed but is used to indicate the physical end
of the object tape.

If executed the TERM instruction has the same

effect as the END instruction .
Example 2:
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007

BLKSZE

ANLGIN
DSPLY
CORR

DSPLY
END

TERM

•32

1,1
1,1
1,1
1,1
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PLOT OP TIME SAMPLES

PAUSE

MAX VALUE •+1.0

MIN VALUE •+0.0

MAX-

-

I

0

I

'

T/4

I

I

T/2

I

3T/4

MAGNI1UDE OP TRANSFORMED DATA
MIN VALUE •+.0

MAX VALUE •+.125
MAX

9PO

PO

Pigure 14.

17PO

2SPO

Plots of Sallplecl ancl Transforaecl

Data froa Exalple 1

I

l

T
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Example two declares a block size of 32 samples per data block.
A half wave rectified sine wave is input and displayed (fiaure 15).
When the program resumes the data is correlated with itself (autocorrelation ) and these results plotted (figure 16) before the program
ends.
Example 3:
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009

BLKSZB
ANLGIN
LOAD

SHPTRT
MULT
ADD
LAGRN
END

•8

1,1
1,2
2,4
•-1

2,1
1,1

TERM

This example uses a data block size of 8 samples.
sine wave is used again as input to the proaraa.

A

rectified

By copying the

data into another block and manipulating these two blocks a full sine
wave is obtained.

The Lagrange interpolati on instruction is then

applied to the sine wave and the plots shown in figure 17 are displayed.
Example 4:
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015

SUBJMP
LOAD
COUNT
SUBJMP
ADD

LABEL
DIV
POLAR
DSPLY
END
LABEL
ANLGIN
PFT
SUBRTN

TERM

•10
2,1
20,9
•10
2,1
•20
•10
1,2
2,3
•10
2,1
2,2
•10
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PLOT OF TIME SAMPLES

MAX

MAX VALUE •+1.0

0

T/4

Figure 15.

PAUSE

MIN VALUE •+0.0

T/2

3T/4

Plot of the Sampled Data
used in Example 2

T
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PLOT OF TIME SAMPLES

MAX

MAX VALUB •+.25

T/4

0

Figure 16.

PAUSE

MIN VALUE •+0.0

T/2

3T/4

Plot of the Autocorrelation Function
of the Samples in Figure 15

T
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MAX ..

ORIGINAL DATA
MAX VALUE • +.SEl

MIN VALUE • -.SEl

PAUSE

•I

-

T/4

T/2

MIN •
RECONSTRUCfED DATA
MAX VALUE • +.SEl

MIN VALUE • •.SEl

MAX

MIN
Pipre 17. Plots of Original Data and curve
Obtained usina Laarana• Interpolation Polynomial

~

T
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Example four illustrates how the programming instructions can be
used for program looping and subroutine calling.
(COUNT) through 6 (LABEL) form a loop.

Instructions 3

Instruction 3 specifies that

all of the instructions between it and label 20 are to be performed 9
times.

After the ninth time the loop is discontinued and the program

goes on to instruction 7.

Instructions 11 throuah 14 form a sub-

routine which is called by two subroutine jump instructions (instructions 1 and 4).

Each time the subroutine is called the operations are

performed and program control is returned to the instruction following
the calling instruction (2 and S).

Example 4 in its entirety is a

power spectrum averaaing program used to remove the effect of noise
on the spectrum of an analog signal.
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V.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The digital spectrum analyzer model presented in this paper when

used in conjunction with the programming procedure flow chart provides
for relatively simple and rapid implementation of analyzer systems.
The model allows the user to utilize, within limits, his existing
equipment,

The model has been used to implement an analyzer system at

the University of Missouri • Rolla which is used by students to obtain,
conveniently and accurately, solutions to sianal analysis problems.
The model has also been used to propose a new analyzer system which
would make use of newer, faster and more reliable computational facil•
ities at UMR [22],
A users manual [12] has been prepared and provides new users with
a short comprehensive introduction to the capabilities and operation
of the system.

Source language listings of the 360 and 650 prosrams

require 52 and 81 pases respectively and are not provided due to the
excessive length.

A maintenance manual [23] is being written and will

include these listings along with program flow charts and descriptions.
At the present ti.. work it being done to increase the flexibil·
ity and speed of the 1ystem.

Mr. Donald Keller has made several

modifications to improve the 1ystem as part of his aaster•s thesis
work [24). Work is also being done to make the system available to
users on a call-up basis and remove the requirement of submitting the
360 program at the Computer Center. This work is being completed by
Mr. Archie Lambert as part of his PhD dissertation [25].
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In addition to the work being completed by Mr. Keller and Mr.
Lambert, several other items of interest have appeared which aight be
worth further consideration.

First is the possibility of extending

the present analyzer system to handle several users at the same time.
The analyzer model could be modified to allow ttme-sharina of the
various blocks of the systea.

A new system monitor for handlina re-

quests, determining priorities and allocatina resources would also
have to be included.
A second item is to generalize the use of flow charts as used in
this thesis,

The use of the flow chart shown in figure 10 differs

from ordinary programming flow charts.

It is more of a system design

flow chart then a program flow chart in that it incorporates decisions
at the design level as well as including blocks at the proaram level.
The use of flow charts in this manner seems promising and deserves
further consideration.
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